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Intro by Saskia
Stuiveling

Thank you Ben for being here

Great business mind

He was in:
UK

France

Known innovator in big customer companies

Welcome
and intro

Interaction requires a non-perfect performance

Being invited to speak for
more than 2 auditors

Is normally not normal

Today I have over 200 auditors in front of me...

It probably does not matter what I say?

Establishment

You are part of establishment

Establishments do very well
in preserving Keep what is there

They don't see the wind of change

Ran big global
companies

Made a journey

Arrived at the place

Then people say, come and change

They need to change

Innovation

By nature, you are part of authority

Change is a
constant

Leadership

If you are in a
monopoly organisation

Competitor

SAI part of
society at large

Wrap

Q&A
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Change is a
constant

Was part of
World Economic
Forum in Davos

Once every year a trust survey

Who do
people trust?

Mistrusted
Everybody in power

Opinion leaders

List of most
mistrusted types of
people

1. Politicians

2. Banks

3. Auditors

4. Journalists

5. CEO'S

Most
trusted is:

Family

Neighbours

The person I know

Time authority was given

Authority and trust need to be
earned over and over again

The world

People have tools

Smart phones

Internet

Et cetera

It is a 24/7 world
Information transparency

Not always the right info

Info travels by the speed a
second around the world

Lots of repeated information

Transparent
world

Q1 - For who do you work?

Customer (citizen?)

Government?

Tax payer?

Parliament?

Q2 - What does
the customer
know of success?

Long time product

Can change overnight

Examples

Successful
product

Music is
powerful

Big business

There was
a system

Comparable to auditing system

System was perfection

Technology
is there to:

Bypass

Create

Innovate

Discussion with
music business

Statement: "model is obsolete"

Industry: "all the players love us!"

5 year later the system is not
there anymore!

Now
Music downloads

Steam machine is coming,
sailing ship wharf: we need a
better sailing ship?

Change core business from
sailing to steam

You need other people to allow to
see the destination

Innovation is how to make myself obsolete and disruptive
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Change is a
constant

Leadership

Need for change People asked questions: why

During a
speech

Asked the audience: "what is biggest obstacle?"

Audience:
biggest obstacle:
YOU (the CEO)!

Why? It is
simple Ben

I have a great idea

Need to go to my boss, that boss
needs to go to his boss

Then it will end up at the CEO

If judgement stays the same

How can you even hope

You need to understand it, to ensure
and allow to change

Leadership

Leadership: ability to stimulate change even
if it is not in your personal interest

You are up on the mountain, but
are you on the right mountain?

Understand the need for change

The biggest prohibitor for change is leadership

If you are in a
monopoly organisation

Whatever we do is right

We are right, by definition

Professionals: we decide

Non commercial attitude

The issue: it was only delivery

Competitor

SAI part of
society at large

Wrap

Q&A
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Change is a
constant

Leadership

If you are in a
monopoly organisation

Competitor

What you do: the way you operate is perfect

Is the mobile
phone

He is small

Access

Data

Internet

Data mining

Big data

Open data

Remember societyAngry with establishment

Structured politics
Are bypassed more and more

Today, I can choose on individual item basis

SAI part
of society
at large

Individual people without any barriers can get
access to info and add relevance to info

Great or not so great intentions

No forecast of end of time

Challenges

RelevantTo some extent

Transparent

And interactionNon interaction

Think of values

Perceived

Geo politcal
terms

Questioned on every level

Geopolitics

Energy

Transparency

Sea of
change

Individual decides on any given subject

Can I trust
you?

Past: go on
the web

Example: go to Barcelona

Seek expert advice
(travel guide)

Advice for you

I have travelled the worlds

People trusted those people

Today: instruction
for travel

Fellow citizens

What other
travellers say

No idea of

Background

Experience

Et cetera

Result
Grey hair disappeared

People enter and have influence

It is exception, not the rule

Wrap

Q&A
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Wrap

Innovation

Innovation is not an IT guy that puts a
document on the web

If bosses feel comfortable on innovation: than
it is no innovation!

Ask questions that make you uncomfortable

Ask yourself

Who are your customers?

Is it relevant for customers?

Is it relevant?

Or interactive?

Role:  if its to far our of
your comfort zone, what
will your reaction be?

New situation: invite others to make it worse

Leaders stimulate change, even if it is
not in their own interest

Q&A

Listen carefully:
I agree 100%

Lets go to real world / real market

Coca Cola: same product over 50 years

Different adds

Same bottles

Same content

Is it always applicable to the trend of innovations

Are there any
successful exceptions?

Almost
correct

Don't seek for the exception, they will
be hit (like Coca Cola) also

We agree, but have
trouble following you

Reaction:
by Ben

Reaction:
debate is out
of place

Reaction by Ben

Wrap-up
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Q&A

Listen carefully:
I agree 100%

We agree, but have
trouble following you

Are we part of
establishment?

We are outside of establishment

Our institutions are setup 100-200 years ago

Society creates an organisation to create external auditing

Not here to preserve

We are here to express criticism

We don't have authority

We are here to say what is not working

Various different ways

We are judges

We have to innovate, we
have to be alive

Regain confidence

We have a high level of confidence

Customers
The public

We had a revolution for that

Trusting neighbours?

I don't trust him

Debate!

Democracy

Internet: best and worst of worlds

Our job

What is working

What is not working

What is the input

We can make progress

Positive

We could be more innovative in operations

Who shall audit the
auditors?

Journalist?

Professor?

Appreciate an outside opinionQuality committee

Reaction:
by Ben

Is it is true that you
are independent?

How can I be included as citizen?

Fitch: S&P rating
companies

They move currency around the worlds

They make wealth and poverty by their reports

Credit rating
agencies

Nobody know how it works!

Creed: independence

You can find everything in the bodies where we work

Remuneration is on the internet

Citizens should have access

Provoke and give
an opinionYou feel uncomfortable

By saying we do all that

See the consequence

Reaction:
debate is out
of place

Provide a service

Serve the state and the public

Continuing a debate that doesn't add up to much

You (Ben) have not much
experience of public sector

Increase knowledge

Too early to

Reaction by BenI am not a public officer
I did work for the state

I did something for the state

Wrap-up
Talk about personal experience on innovation

A world that will not share all your values

A conference with equal and non-equal moments
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